The Lexis Answers™ feature at Lexis Advance is a powerful AI approach to interpreting searches and mining answers. The machine-learning technology behind Lexis Answers understands your question and can even suggest natural-language questions for you. Then it anticipates your research path, curating and delivering answers sets for your question type, so you cover more ground faster with fewer searches.

Lexis Answers for legal issues delivers a clear, concise and authoritative answer plus comprehensive search results for deeper research. (See below and page 2)

Lexis Answers for judges delivers judge background information plus cases most directly related to your judge, from noteworthy cases to cases the judge cites most frequently. Tens of thousands of judges—from U.S. Courts to local judges—are covered. (See page 3)

HERE’S HOW TO USE LEXIS ANSWERS FOR LEGAL ISSUES:

Just enter a key term indicating you are looking for—

- a definition
- standards of review
- burden of proof
- a legal doctrine
- statutes of limitation

— for a claim, charge or defense, along with a specific legal issue. (See steps below.) Start entering your question into the Red Search Box. As you type, Lexis Answers understands your path and suggests questions. (You can begin with what is/are, but it isn’t necessary.) You only need to enter:

1 ENTER
The type of answer you want, e.g., definition (or define, defining, defin!)

2 ENTER
Your research topic e.g., joint tortfeasor (or injunctive relief

3 ADD
A state (optional), e.g., Ohio (or OH)

If you select a suggested question, your search runs automatically. Or, if you've entered your own search question, click the magnifying glass Search icon. To refine your search even further, enter a state or select a state jurisdiction from the pre-search filter pull-down menu before you click Search.

Turn the page to see Lexis Answers results ...
HERE’S WHAT LEXIS ANSWERS FOR LEGAL ISSUES DELIVERS:

Sometimes you need a quick, specific answer to a common legal question. Sometimes you need more so you cover all bases and have deeper knowledge of your topic. Lexis Answers provides these two types of answers:

1. A concise, authoritative answer right at the top of your results. Your Lexis Answers Card (see A below) is clear, concise and authoritative—a definition from a respected legal dictionary or an on-point case from the highest court for your specific question, etc.

2. Comprehensive search results from across your Lexis Advance subscription, including primary and secondary sources, even news, saving you searches. LexisNexis attorney-editors even add related search terms to Lexis Answers searches to improve the precision of the searches.

You’ll find:

A Lexis Answers Cards link to the exact location in the full-text source document so you can quickly get more details.

B Robust results offer standard display and filtering options.

C Question words and added terms are highlighted in search results and in full-text results documents.

D Expand your research to related terms and concepts. Click a link and move to more Lexis Answers Cards and search results.

E Help Lexis Answers learn and help yourself by providing feedback. (Select “no” and the Lexis Answers Card for that topic closes permanently.)

F Deliver and save: Use your “print screen” function to print Lexis Answers Cards with the search results list. Use the delivery functions (print, email, etc.) to deliver just the results list. If you have access to Work Folders, save your search results lists or specific documents.

Return and get updated results. Lexis Answers questions are saved as searches in your History for 90 days; repeat your question search and get the Lexis Answers Card plus updated results.
HERE’S HOW TO USE LEXIS ANSWERS FOR JUDGES:

Enter judge, justice or magistrate followed by the judge name in the Lexis Advance Red Search Box, for example, ENTER: judge john roberts. The Red Search Box will offer suggested questions.

If there are judges with similar names, e.g., Judge John Roberts and Justice John G. Roberts Jr., you will be asked to select the judge you wish to research.

The judge card at the top of your results screen can deliver:

A. Available background information on the judge.
B. Links to cases to help you better understand the judges’ ruling tendencies, including most recent cases, noteworthy (seminal) cases, cases most frequently cited by the judge and cases where other judges cite to your judge. No extra search words required.
C. All available opinions where the judge has been identified as an entity, e.g., participated in the case or mentioned in the case.
D. If you choose, you can select a link (see B) then use the post-search filters in the left navigation pane to focus your research, for example, to specific jurisdictions. Or add search words and zero in on your specific issue.

Use your “print screen” function to print judge cards. Use Lexis Advance delivery functions (print, email, etc.) to deliver just the results list or specific cases. If you have access to Work Folders, save specific cases or the search results list. Lexis Answers questions are saved as searches in your History for 90 days; return to your search and get the Lexis Answers judge card plus updated results.
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